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Europe – Wine, Water, Honey
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Europe – Compliance management automation
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World - Precision Livestock Farming
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Indonesia – shrimp traceability
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Inclusion of smallholders

• Project concentrated on the 
inclusion of smallholders into 
the traceability effort

• FoodReg designed an 
innovative system based on 
pre-printed labels

• The system establishes the 
product flow 

• It requires no writing at all

– Date is optional

• System was implemented 
successfully in Indonesia
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Spain – health examinations

Spain – grease & flour traceability for animal feed

Spain – HACCP & traceability 

Bartolomé Canyelles
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Vietnam: aquaculture traceability
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Verified traceability data

• TraceVerified uses FoodReg to build a 
traceability system for Vietnam

• System offered by laboratory company

– Added value: verification of 
traceability data

• Origin and process data available to 
buyers in Europe
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Palestinian olive oil

• Traceability part of a marketing project for olive oil from Palestine

• Production costs extremely high due to

– Micro-orchards, lay farmers and inconsistent processing

– Lack of irrigation

– Inconsistent product and supply quality

• However, “good” Palestinian oil is a sought-after product

• As a result, Palestinian oil has a chance as a luxury product

– Traceability used for “story-telling”

– Link back to individual villages with their weaving pattern
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GREECE – NATIONAL TRACEABILITY PROJECT (ESIT)

• Main purpose

– Promotion of Greek products (origin traceability)

• Several chains

– Olives and olive oil

– Feta cheese

– Peach puree

– And other chains

• 25 pilot users

• RFID integration

• Started November 2012
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Sustainability performance monitoring

Sustainability meter
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Fertilisation

Fertilisation

• Field

• Fertilizer

• Quantity

Transport
Agricultural 

practices
Packaging …

Mill 56Farm 11Farm 10 Refinery Transporter

Transport
Agricultural 

practices
Packaging …

Carbon meter showing up to date 
carbon  footprint of whole operation 
and savings with respect to fossil fuels
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Conversion to kg CO2

A very simple example

In more complex examples, the software 
distributes the GHG emissions according to e.g. 
energy value of all (by-)products, rules 
established by the EU RED or by standards 
such as ISCC.
The algorithms can be as complex as required 
and can provide different views, e.g. for clients 
requiring a particular calculation method or for 
certifications according to a particular 
standard.
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SLAVE for fastest performance

Centralised data storage
Collection, consolidation and reporting
Master system

Transparent 
synchronisation

Machine-machine interface

Data capture
through browser

Data capture
directly through
mobile platforms

Integration with
existing systems

Hierarchical consolidation
on different levels

Headquarters

Business unit A

Processing plant Z

Oil mil B

Group/Entity
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Location: Rotterdam, Netherlands

Dashboard

Map view List viewMain changes since

11/03 Rotterdam: +7% water
11/03 3 minor accidents 

(multiple sites)
12/03 Durban: OSH audit
12/03 15 minor incidences 

(multiple sites)

Last week’s changes
Last month’s changes

Headquarters dashboard
User: Audrey Yong 
Last access: 12/03/2013 8:39h GMT+10 

English

Top 5 
Water usage reduction

#   Team           Acc. Delays
1    Durban             3.75%
2    Rotterdam       3.19%
3    Kuala Lumpur  2.03%
4    Jebel Ali            1.99%
5    Heppenheim 0.56%

12/02/2013 8:39h

Worst 5

Water CO2e Waste
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Thank you for your attention!
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